
What is the difference between a Stack and aWhat is the difference between a Stack and a
Bundle?Bundle?

Stacks and Bundles help you organize your marketing information for meetings and emails. Both

allow you to browse your company's entire catalog and add related items and resources you want

to group and access in a common location within the app.

1. A Stack is wa1. A Stack is way ty to send multiple ito send multiple items in a single email.ems in a single email.

A Stack allows you to create a e-mail of items and Resources for your prospect. You can also send a
variety of types of items. For instance, you may want to send a video, a PDF, pricing sheet and a
product overview all in the same email. Stacks are the FatStax way to do that.

A Stack is intended for a specific customer or meeting. It is archived once sent so that you cannot re-
email a Stack.

2. A Bundle is a c2. A Bundle is a collection of itollection of items likems like a Stack but with a differente a Stack but with a different
useuse

Bundles are a persistent collection of items that you can access over and over again when you want.
Bundles are not emailable, but can be added to Stacks for emailing.
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For example, many sales reps discuss the same resources or products continually. Bundles make it
easy to add these commonly used items to one location and access it quickly without having to search
the entire catalog.

Maybe there is a promotional offer consisting of several items. Create a bundle with these items to
easily add them to a Stack with one tap or view them when discussing with a customer.

Creating Bundles will save you time in your meetings and sending out information to your prospects.
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